CyberSOC
Managed security services

Deloitte CyberSOC is a professional team focused on delivering Security Operations services worldwide. The SOC implements service capabilities with latest technology to satisfy existing and emerging requirements, and closely works with Member Firms to enable worldwide 24x7 protection of our customers.

Current scenario
The integral management of devices with security functions becomes a complex task as new security systems are deployed in the IT infrastructure.

- every new release introduces additional features affecting protection mechanisms and altering the environment rapidly,
- difficulties related to the management of high volumes of data, that are generated as part of their processing,
- phishing attacks, focused malware, cybersquatting and other malicious activities threatening customers business have to be revealed quickly before they spread,
- additional capacities and know-how is required to correlate the information generated by the technology to detect complex attacks.

Managed security services
All the previous statements reveal the true advantages arising from the specialization in Information Systems security. Specialized providers can better and effectively manage the issues resulting from security technology management, with radically lower costs than organizations willing to implement the same capabilities from scratch.

- Qualified personnel
- 24x7 monitoring
- Security policies
- Technical support services
- Correlation capabilities
- Continuous management
- Adequate facilities
- License management
- Specialized training
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